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ABSTRACT
Any reputable approach to the teaching of reading

makes use of certain psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic concepts
which can provide the teacher with insights for the development and
strengthening of reading skills. An understanding of the respect for
the learner's cultural and behavioral patterns can estab;.ish group
empathy, instrumental as a base for enlarging oral and vitten
communication. Rather than deprecating the learner's d iect, the
teacher should be familiar enough with it to know when Jrrections
are callei for and when they are not. By capitalizing the dialect
both sevantically and syntactically, the teacher can browien the
learner's comprehension skillP.; furthermore, by using rea.'inq
materials which reflect the needs of the learner, the teat'e,r can
increase the learner's 4illingness to use his language as , more
effective means of commlnication. The teacher should be ree,....nded of
the importance of the learner's understanding and use of cont.mxt
clues in developing strat0.7ies appropriate to the nature of te
materials on hand and for unlocking ideas in p:int--both of which
lead to the successful completion of reading tasks. (HS)
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Many teachers ere bewildered and uncertain about concepts, pro-

oed..wes, snd materials related to linguistics, psycholinguistios, and

sociolinguistics. They are being bumbardsd by "loud and fuzzy" cries

oi publishers who announce "linguistic programs, psycholinguistic

phonics, and dialectic patterns." Indeed, teachers should be pleased

that we are probably learning rLre about language and tho language user

today than ever before, and that eventually we may have more complete

and better organized information available. At this stage, however,

the teacher must depend largely on himself and his ability to digest

the information coming toward him or her at a fast and furious pace.

(Not an easy tas( to be sure--but an essential one.) There is no, and

should be no, lirgulu41: or psycholinguistic or sociolinguistic METHOD

of teaching reading. All methoAQ nf teaching reading involve linguis-

titJs (the study of language) in one form or other. And it is as fool-

ish to speak of a RE2.91121ingaistio.ttfih_ol or !ociolirvisticinttlhal as

it is to speal: of a psychologinal or sociological Elthod of teaching

reading.

Any reputably approach to the teaching or learning of reading

oannot 1-11p ';)ut maRe .4,, of some of the basic tenets of ling.istics,

psychology, and sociology. The amalgamation of the disciplines adds

*Sections of this paper have already been published: Robinson,

H. Alan. "Psycholinguistic Inferences for Reading Instruction," in

Vara Southgate (Ed.), Literacy at All Levels. London: Ward Lock

EducaLlonel, 1972.
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dimersiona of vital conlem to the teacher and the learner for the

spotlight is focused on societal or group language patterns (socio-

linguistics) and the wlyn individuals think and behave (psycholinguis-

tics) as they MOti IP!, .2f language far their various purposes.

In the March, 1972 issue o The Reading Teacher Goodman synthe-110.01.0. v...=Froce.=,LSZ=.0.,,

sized much of Ills thinking (growing out of his research) about psycho-

linguistics and reading. He said, "As children strive to get mitaning

by processing written language, they begin to develop comprehension

strategies. These are strategies for selecting and using the graphic

information, predicting an underlying grammatice mcructure, and rolat-

.ing their experiences and ooncepts to written lsnguage." He went on

to suggest, "If teachers can understand the signifioance of what

children do as they read, they nan provide useful, relevant materials,

detect hangups children acquire, help 4 child to acquire useful strat-

egies, and let go of nonproductive strategies. The teacher will be

able to monitor the reading process as it dovelops."(2)

In light of these Introductory comments, let me present some of

the insights I how. gathered. They are by no means agreed upon by ail

psycho-sooiolinguists, linguists, or reading experts. They have baton

zenerated from the oral and written discotAvae of se:)olars, as well as

from my varied eAperiences as I 1,e wibuied these interrelated fields

over the past yearn_ Some are brow concepts which would stimulate

little or no argument; other'x are speculative end possibly controver-

sial. Tho number of inferences tasted is by no means inclusive or

conclusive; they are limited by both my presAnt thinking and the specs

allotted for this paper.
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1. The cultural patterns of a group. or groups within the clase-

room uhould be studied, understood, and respected by the teacher. Time

spent in trying to learn about and understand group behavior patterns

will pay off in establishing the kind of group empathy instrumental

as a base for enlarging ora.i. communication and beginning or enhancing

pupils' interactions with written communication. Once a group believes

the teacher is honestly attempting to understand and respect aspects of

its traditions, goals, and interest, communication lines are opened.

2. The behaviors of individuals within the classroom should be,, .M.A.1..naw-Ana f. Nt.

atudied and underetood_1111T teacher. Gv-Anted it to ttn145-nonO"Mtng
4.14.**0 MAC .11*. Milatse ,,ds

end often complicated to do what amounts to case studies of the young-

ater in a classroom, but the result can be significant. The teacher

may want (at first) to conduct a "mini-case otudy" of those eew children

who seem to present problems. Case studies applied to one individual

often help the teacher as he begins to look at another individual.

Gates said that the conducting of comprehensive cum ntudies with

youngsters has transformed many teachera . .from rov;tine operators

to insightful artists. 4 . ." (1) The result of a case study is bound

to help tite ;..earnor and the teacher understand and raspect each other--

the basic ingredient of instruction.

3. The learneP's dialect should be understood and rerenected.rt+.. ..

Language is used (normally) to communicate meaning. The child comes to

echool with a remarkable knowledge of how to gain meaning from oral

language. Specifically, ht is adept at obtaining meaning from hin

dialect, that which he has Neard and used in his environment prior to

school entrance and durilv hin school Attendance. Xf the teacher trios
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to understand and respect that dialect and doesn't deprecate it, the

child will be able to express his thoughts. If the teacher studies

the dialect end learns what is part of that dialect syetem end what

is not, the teacher will know when corrections are called for and when

they are not.

If the dialect is denigrated and nut understood, the learner will

stop using language almost completely in the classroom, or will cease

to use it for positive communication, and will look for ways of using

it in negative behavior. In any rase, he will most likely make little

uonscious effort to learn the chaoges ia the rules presented by the

dialect used in school and business--often referred to as "standard

English."

If the student is given many opportunities to use lan:uage as an

expresser of meaning, and to search for mearing in the language of

others, he will gradually learn to cope with "standard English" which

revesents * dialect needed at tnis point in time to gain upward Tuoeil-

ity in society. Without doubt, transitions to "standard English usage"

must be made or tho school is failing in its task.

4. Initial readinte!speriences eYould.capitalise on:the learnee's

dialect. The learner should recognise a need to transfer from oral to

written language in order to receive a message of importanoe to him.

Such an abstract, high-flung goal as "you need to learn to read because

it will help you all the way through school and life" is a feeble excuse

for rea0.ng in thc minda of liost youngators. Initial messegos to be

road chomid parallel the learner's dialect both semantically (words and

grot,,iti of words 0.':snding for understood concepts) atud syntactictlly
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(languktge patterns or structures familiar to tAl language user). There

is uome question in my mind whether or not the teacher would want to

parallel the dialect graphophonologically (sounds written down as

stated). For, if a child is permitted to use his own dialect when

reading orally (and, of course, there is no problem when he is reading

silently), I see little reason for his having to have the orthography

printed or written In the dialect. As long 413 the comprehending is

adequate, the pronounaing does not have to be standard.

If the learner yrites some words in his dialect, that is his per-

°Wive. Certainly there will be times when the teacher will write

aome phrase4 in dialect ehen it is natural to do so in simulating a

written conversation. The important point to be made is that the

youngstar must not feel that his dialect is automatically turned off

once he approaches the printed word. Indeed, part the problem in

learning to read may result from the tension created by the need to

read and write accurately that had never been demanded when the child

was learning to sptak and listen.

5. Aa!Iructional materials and recreational materials used ineS
4

beginninustedirykyr2grams should be selected on the bases of sigaifi-

canoe and relevance. Reading, particaarly in beginning stages, sLould

(as implied earlier) satisfy immediate goals. The messages should have

significance and relevance in terms of solving problems, supplying

enjoyment, enhancing ability. The material read should, inasmuch as

feasible, satisfy the present interests and needs of the specific learn-

ers in Oyen learning situations. Too often om reading programs have

been largely literature programs emphasising the littwary and the
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narrative. Certainly part of the reading diet should be narrative in

nature, but the diet should be well balanced. In all probability, a

large number of boys and oven girls would gain more from beginning

reading experiences if initial materials placed sore stress on expos-

itory and utilitarian reading.

The manner in which the material is written should also be con-

sideredv Styles and syntactical structures should not, certainly at

the onteet, be far outsid4 the language-experience backgrounds of the

learners. In the past many preprimers and primers began with sentenoA

structures and writing styles foreign to the learner. Although perhaps

sot as rhythmic, "John sees Mary. Mary sees John." is aertainly

lot closer to the basic language patttrns of most dialaots in oontravt

to "See, John, see. Oh, Mary, see." Young readers rather quickly

learn to coLtend with a variety of styles and structures if the trans-
G. M..*

ition period is cartfully planned.

b. 'Since most messages are transmitted through a series of inter-

related words sentences., orLere!gmhs, minimal attention in reading,_

instruction should be.p..1.....as2cilcEthe reoorition and anttyais of indivld-
uaj isolated words. Maximum attentioa to phonic and structlwal analysis

or. individnal words isolated from the rest of language is uneconomicel

and needlessly frustrating for many pupils. In this type a instruotion

tha learner can only depend on one aspect of language, the graphophono-

logical, rather than making use of tht syntactic and samentic as well.

In my opinion, large numbers of pupils have been prevented from

leeming how to read and enjoy reading by the word lict zfAhod. Not

coly have they oome to think of reading as a meohanical exercise, but

the7 here been kept from using cues repl.esented within the total context
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of a message. They've only been equipped to decode words rather than

language.

In all probability for some learners in some situations teachers

do have to pluoe some emphasis on helping learners ligurs out phoneme-

grapheme relat:nnships. This inference is in no way denunciation or

such help. It LP instead a pIsa for not using just one aspect of

language as a tool particularly on words removed from their natural

ervironments. The infersace which follows suggests a strategy for

using the zany cues to figuring out a message represented by written

symbols.

7. The learter develop!' and needs to be helped to anslmilvaill-.

idemis found on the_printad page. Rather than

plea* attention on absolute accuracy in reading the words in print,

emphasis should be placed on utilising the leest number of cues to

obtain the author's meaning. As a number of peycholinguists have

implied or even stated, reading houid be an intelligent guessing

game, making use of whatever aspects of language are needed as the

reader searches for the meaning. The learner lould be encouraged to

make errors in his seavsh for meaning; this is how he learns. The

teacher shotli understand, encourage, and delight in the miscues of

his young charges as he helpe them maks use of such a strategy in

search of meaning. According to Smith in his new hook, Cinderflandiag.

ReediA, "This readiness to take_ehenoes is a critical_metter for belA.n-

411140441,1whe.,:LkstAr°!4..t°Y,LtwAPIalricefPr"lci,BiLtrr2r.,1

The child who stays silent (who 'misses') rather than risk u 'false alarm'.u, s.I.vry. epwW.*O.Y.a

.1,1_4:1!essintat a lettar or word before_he is absolutely our, of it,. *mar
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please his teacher but develop a habit of aettiu his criterion too hijh

for efficient rea4 ing."(3)

The "guessing game" should become less chaotic as youngsters learn

and teachers help in the development of strategies to use when part!: of

aessagss are confusing or unknown. The most essential strategy appears

to be the utilisation of context. The pupil should learn to search c

given context intensively when he is stopped by a confusing or unknown

message. The oontext which provides the answer may be a phreBe, clause,

sentence, group of sentences, paragraph, or group of paragraphs. Often

the raason for not understanding the message will be an unkmown word or

two, or a new use of known words. An inspuction of interrelationships

mon& words and the function of the word or words within the structure

of a sentence will often result in the unlocking of the messaga. Such

is the reeding behavior of the mature reader, and emphasis vhould be

placed on the mse of context atretegy right from the very beginning of

reading instruction.

When context alone is not ufficient, the reader should be ncour-

aged to use the stretagy of looking at the beginning of tt word or

wordis. Hs should be helped to relate this inspection of initial graph-

emes to the context /again, These combinations of strategies will

frequently permit the reader to interpret the message. (Obviously if

the rczler keeps mooting words with the same initial graphemes and can't

read them, the teacher will 4velop a lesson 'a assist himinterrelating

the phonogrephological cue with context cues.)

In some cease readers will went to and need to inspect the final

grapheme in a iyord, or divide a long word into parts as they try to
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figure out the word in relation to context. By the time they resori! to

this strategy the measage either becomes clear rather promptly or they

are forced to resort to the help of the dictionary cr some other outside

authority.

Whatever the strategy or group of stretegies learned and;or em-

ployed, the important point to be made is that the teacher should be

available to help the learner marshall what he already kaows about

language, and what he is learning, nto useful procedwes for unlock LL

ideas in print.

O. Reading_tasks are dictated the nature of_Itelmitemum!s,

the nature of the material, _and thesurposes to be met. There is no

specific sequence of skills to be taught in reading instruction. Se-

quences of skills to bv learned in various reading programs have moot

frequently been devised on the bases of speech development, develop-

mental needs of children, and/or the logical thinking of program de-

signers. In reality, though, sequence is only rolevirnt when related

to the language knowledges and inadequacies of particmlar learners,

the nature of the material to be read, and the purposes for reading.

Reading Aills aro actually a system f strategies the learner acquires

for discovering meaning, evaluating meaning, and utilising meaning.

If the strotegies are appropriate for the purpose of the reading and

the nature of the material on hand, a given reading task will be success-

fuL
In that light it behooves a teacher to help the learner diagnose his

language strengths and weaknesses in relation to the materiel to be read.

For example: If the reader is beginning to encounter numerous word* Oith

the vowel pattern of ea within them, and he is unable to figure them out
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oven with the help of the existing context, the teacher should structure

some help. He should be given opportunities,using context familiar tc

him, to note that the vowel pattern of ea is most often pronounced in

-
two ways--e or e. He may then go back to the less familiar context and

try hiit now strategy. For those readers who have already generalized

the sa pattern, there is no need for them to "be taught.

The nature of the material to be used must also be carefully ex-

plored for there is no reason for the learner to attempt to acquire a

strategy at a given point in time when it will not be functional for

him. A complete reading program cannot be presented in any meaningful

way within the framework of any given set of reading materials. Strat-

egies for unlocking ideas should be acquired as a reader utilizes

printed materials throughout a school curriculum. The wide variety of

patterns of writing requires a variety of strategies for intarpreting

them. For example: It might be argued that one strategy a mature reader

ought to develop is the ability to note cause and effect relationships

in printed material. This strategy can be practiced in some narrative

materlals but the cause-effect writing pattern =curs most often in

expository materials, particularly in social studies. Here, then, is

the most reasonable time and place to learn how to unlock ideas pre-

sented in a cause-effect pattern.

Purpose constantly interacts with both the reader, the writer, and

the material to be read. Auy piece of material can be read utilising

different strategies far different purposes, and the task is hardly ever

clearcut. For example: If the reader is searching for the solution to

a problems he doesn't care much what the writ ,'s purpose weaves. as long
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as tha information is available. In ell probability if the writer's

purpose and the reader's happenedtto coincide, the ttisk would be a

trifle easier. A vary different set of fr:rategies has to be employed,

however, when the reader is trying to discover the writer's purpose--

particularly if the writing is %1Anewhet subtle.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

When we look at :loading ft= a psycholinguistic and/or sociolinguis-

tic viewpoint, we become very much aware of the complexities involved

in having two people--the reader and the writercarz.y on a meaningful

dialogue. It becomes evident that more study is needed of ttA process--

or processesof reading. But obviously psycholinguistic and socio-

linguistic insights exist which can be useful in guiding each letrner

to strengthen strategies as he or she unlocks ideas in a variety of

materials for multiple purposes.
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